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1

What is the DMRB?
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges is the primary government document for
road standards. It has recently been reissued in a more scaled-down, re-edited version
that is available on the government website. Far more accessible than in the previous
printed 15,000 or so page format, it can now be easily referred to by anyone. The
DMRB is produced by Highways England, the wholly government-controlled private
company responsible for developing and running the motorway and strategic road
network in England. Though it is primarily intended for the strategic road network,
many local highway authorities also use the DMRB.

2

Other rules and advice on roads and traffic
In parallel to the DMRB road standards, the Department for Transport is responsible
for primary and secondary legislation such as statutory regulations, manuals regarding
roads and traffic as well as Local Transport Notes and other official advice including the
Highway Code and Manual for Streets.

3

What exactly is the problem?
In the past ten to twenty years there has been a growing concern about the disconnect
between some of the basic DMRB standards and increasing public interest in active
travel and the difficulties faced by people with disabilities. There have also been
legislative changes that appear to impact on road design, see appendix, page 26.
There are technical points where the advice on road safety and amenity in the DMRB is
different from and appears to conflict with advice issued by the Department for
Transport.
The following sections of this paper highlight some examples.
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4

Conflicting road safety theories
4.1

Although the road safety objectives are the same, official advice on the design of a
road appears to be based on the application of conflicting road safety theories.

4.2

The first theory, adopted by the DMRB, controls vehicle speed only through legally
enforced speed limits. It does not assume that drivers adjust their driving style
according to conditions and the road environment. The theory also expects drivers to
exceed the speed limit and that the “design” speed should be higher in order to
accommodate them safely. For example a road with a speed limit of 30mph (48kph) is
required to have a design speed of 37mph (60kph) 25% greater than the speed limit.
This is done for example by the provision of generous road space, large kerb radii,
gentle curves and uninterrupted sight lines.

4.3

The second theory, adopted by the Traffic Calming Regulations 1999, under the
Highway Act, recognizes that drivers adjust their driving style according to conditions
and the road environment. The theory therefore, in addition to the use of speed limits,
seeks to reduce speed by adjusting the nature of the road. This is done by restricting
road space and kerb radii as well as forward visibility and sight-lines, as explained in
Manual for Streets, DfT 2007 with TRL Report 661 supporting evidence.

4.4

At some locations the first theory would apply, at others the second theory would be
appropriate but clearly both theories cannot be applied at the same location or stretch
of road. They are mutually incompatible. The question as to where the DMRB should
be applied and where the Traffic Calming Regulations, Manual for Streets, etc. are
more appropriate is dealt with under section 11 below.

4.5

DMRB advice appears to conflict with traffic calming legislation. Design speeds cannot
be both higher and lower than the speed limit at the same location. The confusion
restricts good practice.

DMRB CD109 2.5 Table 2.5 Urban roads design speeds “shall” be greater than
speed limits - 37 miles per hour (60kph) on a 30mph road. This appears to
conflict with the traffic calming regulations.
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5

Kerb radii at road junctions
5.1

A well documented experiment asks people to look at a two minute video of a ball
game and count how many times players in white contact the ball . During the play a
pantomime gorilla walks slowly across the screen and waves to the audience. Few
people see it. They did not expect to see a gorilla. It seemed to be invisible.

5.2

In a road safety context this would be called inattentional blindness. A driver
concentrates on one aspect of the road ahead and, though in full view, fails to see
something that is not expected.

5.3

A common example occurs at side road junctions when a driver attempts, without
stopping, to join a main road from a side road. The driver looks for a gap between
vehicles but, due to inattentional blindness, does not notice a cyclist in the gap, even
though they may be wearing brightly coloured high-visibility clothing. The driver then
moves out into the gap between vehicles and collides with the cyclist.

5.4

DMRB CD 123 Para 5.5 states that “At all priority junctions, corner radii shall be
provided…..” and at Para 5.6.1 “… the minimum corner radii should be: 6 metres in
urban areas and 10 metres in rural areas”. Normally under paragraph 5.6.2 the sizes
are 10 metres and 15 metres respectively. A large corner kerb radius encourages
drivers to both join and leave the main road without slowing down and ignore any
possible pedestrians and cyclists.

5.5

At these junctions pedestrians are particularly vulnerable. The part of the side road
that is on their most likely desire-line at the most convenient place to cross is also
where the road is at its widest and the longest distance and most dangerous place for
a pedestrian to cross. The DMRB does not refer to alternative arrangements for active
travel, allowing pedestrians and cyclists to cross more safely, and conveniently.

5.6

The reason why large corner kerb radii are constructed is to accommodate the swept
path (the line on the road taken by the rear wheels) of long vehicles. A large radius
causes pedestrians to have to look over their shoulders to see vehicles approaching.
This causes unnecessary discomfort. It also requires tactile paving intended for people
with visual impairment to be installed at confusing angles as the tactile paving studs
are not aligned with the kerb. It also gives a pavement a messy ugly appearance.

5.7

The swept path of a vehicle need not dictate the radius of a kerb. Many historic city
centre street corners have tight kerbs that can accommodate large vehicles. The
results are satisfactory for vehicles, safer and more comfortable for pedestrians and
far more elegant. The DMRB makes no reference to alternative layouts that address
safety, comfort and convenience for pedestrians or elegance of the public realm.

5.8

The advice on kerb radii is too prescriptive. Kerb radii need not be dictated by a
vehicle’s swept path or be a physical structure. The advice causes drivers to take less
care, is inconvenient and uncomfortable for pedestrians, and creates unnecessary
street clutter.
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DMRB CD 123 Revision 2 Fig 5.6.2N2 Corner radius kerbs of 10 metres in urban
and 15 metres in rural locations at priority junctions create places where
pedestrians and cyclists are particularly vulnerable.

The most convenient line a pedestrian would expect to take across a side road
is also where the road is widest, therefore the longest distance as well as the
most dangerous and uncomfortable for a pedestrian to cross.
This problem for pedestrians was pointed out in a study by Tim Pharoah MSc,
Polytechnic of the South Bank, 1983, left, and has been frequently restated.
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Google Streetview 2008

Google Streetview 2014
Above: Pedestrians stop to give way to an approaching vehicle from the left.
Below: The same location at Bromell’s Road, London SW4. The pavement has
been widened and extended across the road. As they cross the pavement,
drivers give way to pedestrians: an arrangement not referred to by the DMRB.

Google Streetview 2009

Google Streetview 2019

Before and after views of similar changes made in 2010 to a junction between
a minor and major road at a shopping street at Poynton, Cheshire.
See also the case study at section 9.
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The line taken by the rear wheels of a vehicle, the swept path, need not
dictate the radius of a kerb.

Many historic city centre street corners have tight kerb radii that can
accommodate large vehicles. The DMRB makes no reference to alternative
layouts that address the comfort and convenience of pedestrians or the
elegance of the public realm.
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6

Crossing the road at roundabouts, mini-roundabouts and traffic islands
6.1

“Walking is simple, free and one of the easiest ways to get more active, lose weight
and become healthier. Walking as part of your journey to work, shops or school as part
of a daily routine is a most effective way to walk more.” (NHS website)

6.2

In order to walk, people rely on interconnecting footpaths and pavements (footways)
that form an extensive and comprehensive pedestrian network.

6.3

The pedestrian network is interrupted at places of danger such as where it crosses the
road network. Fortunately at some places there are specially designed crossings such
as traffic lights (signals) and zebra crossings, etc.

6.4

However there are many other places where the pedestrian network crosses the road
network. They are at roundabouts, mini-roundabouts and traffic islands: primarily
designed to help traffic on the road network cope safely with junctions but where it is
acknowledged people may attempt to cross.

6.5

Since many of the DMRB principles were devised some half a century ago, attitudes
towards active travel, the safety and convenience of pedestrians, especially children
and people with disabilities have changed. There have also been legislative changes.

6.6

The DMRB has not acknowledged these changes. The requirements for the design of
roundabouts concentrate on vehicle-to-vehicle interactions. For example DMRB CD
116 para 3.10 explains. “Traffic islands shall be used on each arm of a normal and
compact roundabout and shaped so as to separate and direct traffic entering and
leaving the roundabout.”

6.7

Precise dimensions are given to ensure adequate sightlines for drivers as they
approach a roundabout on one of three lanes and merge with vehicles on the
roundabout. A footnote reminds designers that pedestrians (included in the collective
term WCHR: walkers, cyclists and horse riders) may also use the traffic splitter island to
cross the three-lane approach. Apart from token tactile paving at the splitter island no
consideration is given to the convenience and safety of pedestrians, especially children
and people with disabilities. DMRB CD116 Fig 3.38 is a typical example, see page 11.

6.7

Traffic splitter islands are inadequate for pedestrians because their shape, usually a
triangle, is designed to help traffic flow. It does not relate to the natural desire line of
pedestrians. Traffic splitter islands are also positioned too close to a roundabout to be
helpful to pedestrians. Drivers approaching a roundabout at that point are
concentrating on the likely intentions of other drivers. The presence of pedestrians is a
dangerous distraction. At the exit of a roundabout traffic splitter islands are also
unsuitable for pedestrians because they are too close to the roundabout to give drivers
time and space to stop safely.
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6.8

Where DMRB gives instructions on how to locate and design a controlled crossing at a
roundabout the approach and exit roads are sensible reduced to a single lane . DMRB
CD116 Fig 8.1.4. is a typical example, see page 12. But no adjustments to help
pedestrians are offered in the design of the three remaining traffic splitter islands. This
is because controlled crossings are only deemed necessary where the traffic flow is
some 12,000 vehicles per day. The alternative facing an unaccompanied child or
someone with a disability is to find a controlled crossing, involving possibly a
considerable detour.

6.9

Even at traffic volumes lower than 12,000 vpd pedestrians need to be both alert and
agile. A pedestrian attempting to cross one lane of traffic that is approaching at 30mph
and at the rate of ten vehicles a minute may have difficulty in seeing a suitable gap in
the traffic. Walking speeds vary from 1.3 metres a second for an adult to 0.6 for a blind
person. Children are unable to accurately judge the speed of approaching vehicles and
all pedestrians will know from experience that drivers at traffic splitter islands and
other traffic islands (pedestrian refuges) are very unlikely to stop or even slow.

6.10

The pedestrian network, like a road network relies for its success on being continuous.
If it is severed or if one link becomes difficult to use, because of an unsatisfactory
crossing, much of the surrounding network will become unusable. A complete
residential neighbourhood or rural village might be severed. The pedestrian network,
in rural locations may not serve large numbers of people but every arm of every
roundabout and traffic junction that is not part of a motorway is certainly on the
pedestrian network.

6.11

These issues are not new. Specialist interest groups have been discussing them for
decades and more recently they have become of more concern to a general public that
is interested in a healthy lifestyle.

6.12

The concept of courtesy crossings may be worth considering. They have been installed
for at least ten years in the UK though are not mentioned in the DMRB. They rely on
providing the conditions where drivers see and willingly stop for pedestrians.

6.13

There are several variations to suit particular locations, but the key features of a
courtesy crossing are that traffic approaches from each direction at a slow speed and
in a single lane. The single lane reduces the distance that pedestrians need to walk
across it and reduces the time a drivers needs to stop. Unlike a traffic splitter island,
the crossing is positioned away from the roundabout to allow drivers as they approach
a roundabout not to be distracted by pedestrians. As they leave a roundabout it allows
drivers sufficient space to stop safely for pedestrians. An example is explained further
at page 13 and as part of the case study at section 9.

6.14

The problems that pedestrians face as they attempt to cross the road at roundabouts
also apply at mini-roundabouts. They are all located at junctions where people need to
cross the road. Drivers need to have a clear idea of what to expect. Pedestrians need
to be able to cross at convenient palaces and in comfort. Standard DMRB designs give
insufficient consideration to the needs of unaccompanied children and people with
disabilities.
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6.10

There is inadequate help for children and pedestrians with disabilities to cross roads at
roundabouts, mini-roundabouts and traffic islands. There is insufficient recognition of
the legitimate pedestrian network.

Poi nt where the pedestri an network
cros s es the roa d network .

DMRB CD116 Revision 1 Fig 3.38 is concerned that drivers approaching a
roundabout are able to adequately see vehicles on the roundabout.

This is exactly the point where the town’s pedestrian network crosses it’s
road network. Pedestrians including children and people with disabilities
(tactile paving is provided for people with visual impairment) are expected
by the DMRB to put themselves at risk and cross three lanes of traffic.
A blind or elderly person may take 16 seconds to cross a 10 metre three-lane
road by which time a vehicle at 30mph will cover 200 metres. The crossing is
clearly unsuitable for people with disabilities or children.
To use an alternative controlled crossing requires a half-mile detour.
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Enough people cross the road at this rural roundabout to wear down a path
in the grass verge. DMRB gives pedestrians inadequate help to cross the
road at roundabouts. Yet we must assume that unless a roundabout is part
of a motorway, people will be present and will expect to be able to cross.

DMRB CD116 Revision 1 Fig 8.1.4. A controlled crossing is shown at one arm
of this roundabout but there is no suggestion of how pedestrians are to cope
at the remaining three. In practice only the alert and agile will.
For many children and people with disabilities on foot, the lack of suitable
crossing places makes the road an insurmountable barrier.
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Traffic splitter islands used by pedestrians compared with courtesy crossings
Traffic splitter island used by pedestrians

Drivers don’t have space to stop safely
Pedestrians need to cross
two or more lanes

PublicRealm.org

Traffic splitter islands are designed for the convenience of drivers not
pedestrians. The presence of pedestrians at a traffic splitter island creates a
distraction for drivers when they should be concentrating on the movements
of other drivers.
Drivers have insufficient space to safely stop as the leave the roundabout.
Pedestrians have to wait for a gap in the traffic and then attempt the
dangerous act of crossing more than one lane (5.7m) of traffic entering or
leaving the roundabout.
The triangular shape of the traffic splitter island is inconvenient and
uncomfortable for pedestrians.

Courtesy crossing designed for drivers
as well as pedestrians

Drivers have space to stop safely
Pedestrians only need to cross one lane

PublicRealm.org

Courtesy crossings are designed for the convenience of pedestrians as well as
drivers.
Drivers have time and space to stop safely and consider pedestrians
separately from other drivers.
Pedestrians need to cross only a single lane of traffic and so wait for only one
vehicle to stop. The single lane in each direction reduces traffic speed and
increases the likelihood that drivers will stop.
The central refuge is designed for the maximum comfort of pedestrians.
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7

The road safety audit process
7.1

Road safety is important. Unfortunately recorded deaths due to road accidents have
not declined for ten years. Road safety audits have an established place in promoting
road safety.

7.2

Aspects of the design of roads that must be considered in the national road safety
audit process are stated in DMRB GG119. Matters to be taken into account therefore
relate to those concerns expressed throughout the DMRB.

7.3

For example at road junctions sight lines and a driver’s clear vision of the road ahead,
their line of sight, is considered important.

7.4

Despite contrary advice a road safety audit is still generally understood as a check-list,
or box-ticking exercise at which a scheme is expected to pass or fail.

7.5

There is nothing in GG119 to help a road safety auditor consider the wider context
such as the notion that the road safety audit should be part of a wider quality audit
(DfT Traffic Advisory Leaflet 5/2011) or how to resolve design speeds with traffic
calming. There is no recognition of the evidence that the nature of the road can be
designed to encouraging drivers to take more care. There is no advice on how to
assess a courtesy crossing or how to take account of current thinking on driver
behaviour such as unintentional blindness.

7.6

There are places where a seemingly safe road that conforms to standards checked by a
safety audit in practice has a poorer road safety record than a seemingly dangerous
road but where drivers take greater care. In these cases the outputs in terms of what
was constructed is assessed as distinct from the outcome: the evidence over time of
accident data, being fed back into a body of experience.

7.7

As an example of outcomes as distinct from outputs, two sites at Hampstead north
London can be compared, see page 16. The first a short length of seemingly dangerous
road at the Spaniards public house has poor forward vision and sight lines as well as a
change of direction, an incline of the road and a severe narrowing.

7.8

The second site one hundred metres away on the same road has a spacious junction
with excellent forward vision and sight lines. The first seemingly dangerous road had
three slight accidents over ten years while the seemingly safe road junction had one
serious and nine slight accidents in the same ten years, (reference crashmap website)
suggests that drivers take greater care when they perceive a danger.

7.9

Designs for spacious junctions with good sight lines in accordance with DMRB
requirements and supported by road safety audits may not necessarily ensure a good
road safety record.

7.10

The DMRB encourages the assumption that there is only one set of simple rules that if
applied, will provide safe roads. It encourages non-technical parties such as non-
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technical line managers and non-technical elected councillors to assume that
compliance with a DMRB defined road safety audit will ensure safe roads. That is not
necessarily the case.
7.11

The road safety audit process is too reliant on checklists. Analysis of the evidence of
outcomes, as distinct to outputs, and a fuller understanding of driver behaviour would
be more helpful.

Road safety is important.
For ten years the number of UK
road accident deaths has not declined
(source: DfT) right.
Rural main roads have high rates of
accidents (source: crashmap) below.

DMRB GG119 Road safety audit, Revision 2, Table B.3 Junctions.
Three stages of road safety audit checklists
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The seemingly dangerous pinch point at the Toll House, Hampstead where
the inclined road also changes direction.

A road junction 100 metres away on the same road could seem to be safer
as it is designed in accordance with DMRB requirements. It has a much
poorer road safety record: one severe and 9 slight accidents compared with
three slight accidents at the Toll House, over 10 years (source: crashmap
2009 - 2019). Drivers take more care when they perceive danger.
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8

Context, place-making, the built environment and public realm
8.1

“The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built environment.
Good design is a key aspect of sustained development, is indivisible from good
planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for people.”
(National Planning Policy Framework, 2012)

8.2

“In a well-designed place, all modes of transport are positively designed into the built
form. They are integrated into public spaces with character that people enjoy using.
Considering the layout, scale of building and spaces, and drawing inspiration from
traditional street patterns, helps to create new developments that fit well into the
surrounding context.” (National Design Guide, 2019)

8.3

These statements are recent reiterations of established public realm objectives that
are affected by the design of roads. Though they are principles that have been
discussed for decades, they are not mentioned in the DMRB.

8.4

DMRB advice restricts the range of options for the spacing of buildings. Specifically the
requirements for sight lines and kerb alignment at road junctions result in most new
area-wide developments having the characteristic of a suburb. The built form option of
a traditional urban or rural narrow street pattern with buildings close to the road is
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.

8.5

The difficulty to create urban development with human scale is shown on page 18.

8.6

A compact rural street scene is prevented by applying sight line rules, page 19.

8.7

Large kerb radii result in unattractive versions of tactile paving, page 19.

8.8

“Well-designed streets create attractive public spaces with character, through their
layout, landscape, including street trees, lighting, street furniture and materials.”
(National Design Guide, 2019)

8.9

The DMRB offers no advice on how the design of a road can help meet national design
objectives. This would entail not just adding a few embellishments to a project such as
street trees and planters, but a fundamentally different approach where total quality
of design of all road projects is the first consideration of the initial design brief.

8.10

The brief could question the need for the clutter of traffic signals, signs, equipment
and road markings and the reappraisal of the function of roundabouts and the creation
of a new public space. A case study that successfully departed from DMRB advice is
described in the next section, see page 20.

8.11

The unnecessary sight line and kerb alignment requirements restrict the options for a
variety of urban design solutions and a sense of place. There are insufficient
alternative designs explaining how to meet wider planning objectives.
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The effect of kerb radii and visibility splays on urban topology

The National Design Guide draws attention to the wide range of topologies
and street types appropriate to suburban and town centre, etc. locations.

1.m kerb ra di us

Increasing the kerb radius from
1 metre to 6 metres
with 15 metre visibility splays
widens the space between buildings
from 6 metres to 16
and creates the characteristics
of a suburb.

6.m between bui ldings
6.m kerb ra di us
15.m
vi s i bility
s pl a y

16.m between buildings

The human scale of many city, town and village centre roads relies upon tight kerb
radii of 300mm (left) or less than one metre (right). Applying a DMRB six metre
radius and 15 metre sight lines effectively precludes development of this scale.
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Visibility splays and large kerb radii encourage drivers to increase speed
and create a suburban feel within an otherwise compact rural village.

DMRB CD 123 Fig 3.4 Priority junction visibility splays approximately 50
metres long are often combined in a rural locations with a 15 metre
corner kerb radius required by DMRB CD 123 para 5.6.2.

La rge kerb ra di i ca use
unnecessary compl ex,
ugl y pa vements

Sma l l er kerb ra dii a llow
ta cti l e pa vi ng to be
i ns ta lled more neatly

In addition to the difficulties experienced by people with disabilities a
large corner kerb radius causes tactile paving to be installed as unsightly
patches, left, as designers try to comply with uncoordinated advice.
Tactile paving can be installed more neatly at a smaller kerb radius, right.
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9

Case study – Fountain Place, A523 Poynton, completed 2010 9.1

The traffic junction at Poynton was redesigned some ten years ago. It has proved to be
successful both in dealing safely with high volumes of traffic and creating a memorable
place that local people can enjoy. It departs from several of the DMRB standards and
basic advice and is an example of carefully considered innovation.

9.2

The previous conventional four-way signalled crossing, with a pedestrian phase at one
arm located at a suburban village centre, was replaced by an arrangement of double
roundels that fulfill the same function and are used by drivers as they would a double
roundabout. Many of the elements of the design are innovative. There are no road
markings or traffic signs at or near the junction.

9.3

As a departure from DMRB CD 116 Para 3.10 there are no traffic splitter islands. Before
they reach the roundels from each of the four approach roads, drivers pass slowly in a
single lane through a courtesy crossing, designed purposely for the maximum
convenience of pedestrians, allowing them to cross safely and in comfort.

9.4

As a departure from DMRB CD116 Para 3.38 there are no multi-lane approaches to the
roundels. This enables each driver, having passed through the courtesy crossing, to
concentrate solely on the road ahead and the task of merging with vehicles on the
roundels without being distracted by having to anticipate the likely movement of
pedestrians and parallel vehicles.

9.5

Drivers also leave the roundels at each of the four exits in a single lane though again
without the guidance of a splitter island. However they cope well and have sufficient
forward visibility and space ahead to see pedestrians and stop for them at the courtesy
crossings.

9.6

Pedestrians on the courtesy crossing need only to cross that single lane in order to
reach the security of the central refuge or pavement. Consequently the time drivers
need to wait is also short and not an inconvenient delay to their journey, which
increases the likelihood that they will stop. This in turn reduces the time that a
pedestrian is likely to stand waiting until a driver stops.

9.7

As a departure to DMRB CD 116 table 8.1.3 requirements the purposely designed
crossings for pedestrians are at all approach and exit lanes not just those with high
flows of pedestrians and vehicles.

9.8

As a departure to DMRB CD 123 Para 5.5 some minor road junctions at major roads do
not have large radius kerbs. Rather the pavement (footway) surface material continues
across the junction making it clear that pedestrians have priority over drivers. This
continuous pavement, together with a road surface that gives the impression that the
road is narrower than it really is, creates a traffic calming device that helps reduce
traffic speed, making the courtesy crossings more effective.
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9.9

The primary purpose of the project was to create a pleasant place for local people and
improve its economic wellbeing. The traffic signals as well as guard railings, traffic signs
equipment boxes and bollards were removed, as were all road markings in order to
create an elegant setting for people to meet and interact. It was expected that there
would be no deterioration in the efficient traffic operation and road safety.

9.10

The number and severity of accidents declined in the ten years after construction
compared with the previous ten years: 2000-2009: 5 serious and 12 slight, 2010-2019:
1 serious and 5 slight.

9.11

There was comment when the project was just completed that it did not help people
with visual impairment. When the matter was raised at the Women and Equalities
Parliamentary Select Committee in October 2016, evidence was balanced. Some
people with visual impairment found the courtesy crossings easier to use than the
previous pedestrian refuges at the traffic signals.

9.12

Evidence of inward investment to the retail premises in the five years following the
completion of the scheme was taken by local politicians to be a satisfactory outcome.

9.13

The design clearly indicates that critical aspects of the DMRB standards and advice are
debatable. It is possible to take a holistic approach so that the design of a road assists
wider objectives about improving the quality of a place and in turn, that quality assists
road safety.

9.14

Despite its obvious success, in the ten years since the project was completed, few
design projects across the country have taken account of the innovations and carried
them forward into everyday practice.

9.15

The overly prescriptive stance of the DMRB coupled with the checklist road safety
audit reduces the likelihood of such innovations being carried out. Design practitioners
feel reluctant to challenge the DMRB.

9.16

The design of the project at Poynton departs from several DMRB standards but is
efficient, safe and creates a memorable place.
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The project has won awards for de-cluttering. It was designed specifically
to have none of the typical ugly traffic paraphernalia normally associated
with junction design and which appear on the road safety audit checklist.
There are no:
traffic signals, pedestrian signals, Belisha beacons, keep left signs, no entry
signs, parking restriction signs, waiting restriction signs, traffic cameras,
signal control boxes, bollards, guard railings, traffic barriers, road ma rkings
such as double yellow lines, single yellow lines, white lines, slow signs,
speed limit signs, zebra crossings, zigzag lines or yellow box junction signs.
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10

Innovation and the development of design practitioners’ knowledge
10.1

The national road safety statics published each year by the Department for Transport
report a worrying trend. For ten years the number of UK road accident deaths has
not declined. The previous significant reductions in accidents were the result of
factors other than road design: less drink-driving, increased use of seat belts and
better emergency medical care.

10.2

This suggests a legitimate need for innovation that the DMRB appears to stifle. Its
prescriptive stance results in schemes, such as at the road junction at Poynton
(described at section 9, above) that demonstrably improve on DMRB standards, can
only be put in place by departing from the DMRB.

10.3

The prescriptive stance also hinders the essential process of balancing conflicting
priorities. This is probably the most important, yet most difficult, task faced by the
designers of any project in the built environment.

10.4

It is relatively straightforward to produce a set of strict rules that refer only to a single
aspect of road design. But the designer of a new road or the adjustment of an existing
road is under pressure to balance a seemingly ever-increasing range of competing
priorities championed by some dozen separate viewpoints. The task is made more
complex by the probability that a specialist in one aspect of road design may not be
totally familiar with the objectives and practical limitations of others.

10.5

In practical terms the task is to balance efficient vehicular movement, road safety,
concern for pedestrians particularly children and those with disabilities, cyclists and
other road users as well as the creation of a satisfactory place that is attractive and
that people will enjoy.

10.6

At every location the balance will be different. To find that balance designers need to
understand the objectives of each aspect of the design as well as practical options,
supported by evidence of the total outcome at places where priorities have been
successfully balanced. The DMRB hinders this process by putting forward finite sets of
outputs that address only one aspect of road design.

10.7

The third effect of the DMRB’s prescriptive stance is that it slows the development of
design practitioners’ knowledge. Although there are caveats, the format suggests that
conforming to the rules, many of which are set out as firm output instructions, will
ensure a positive outcome: a satisfactory road. This over simplifies what is a complex
design process.

10.8

Practitioners are not helped to understand the underlying principles that the DMRB
puts forward, or practical options that will help them understand and integrate the
objectives of colleagues from other road related disciplines. No help is given to
produce a combined proposal that will create a satisfactory built form outcome. At a
time when complex issues are dealt with in collaboration with specialists from many
disciplines road design, practitioners need to develop an inquiring mind and an
innovative approach.
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10.9

11

The unnecessary prescriptive stance of the DMRB stifles innovation, hinders the
balancing of competing priorities and slows the development of a design practitioners’
knowledge.

Where should the DMRB apply?
11.1

The DMRB is primarily intended for the strategic road network and specifically for the
motorway network. There are significant differences in how a driver is treated and is
expected to behave on a motorway compared with all other roads.

11.2

Motorways have a good safety record because sight lines and advanced warnings
assume high speed. Conflict points, where a vehicle crosses the path of another, are
reduced to a minimum. Drivers also have the relative certainty that the road ahead is
clear unless there are additional specific warnings. There is also less likelihood of an
unexpected hazard because pedestrians, cycles, animals and low powered vehicles are
banned. Speed limits are strictly enforced.

11.3

In all other roads none of these conditions exist. There is always the possibility of
unexpected hazards and speed limits are not strictly enforced. Roads that are partially
“improved”, by being widening with some additional sight lines, may in fact become
more dangerous. Drivers may incorrectly assume that all the advantages of a
motorway are being provided and so, with fatal results, relax their concentration.

11.4

It could be argued that the DMRB should apply to roads on the strategic network that
are not motorways. Where the strategic network is what would otherwise be a local
road passing through a town or village, concerns for the safety and convenience of
pedestrians and the amenity of local people should be the same as any other road in
the country. Therefore the DMRB should not apply.

11.5

Where a strategic non-motorway goes across open countryside and pedestrians and
cyclists are not specifically banned, they will, as described above at section 6, use the
road, its verges and traffic islands.

11.6

It is accepted that at present some local highway authorities use the DMRB. That point
is addressed in the next section regarding what should be done.

11.7

Insufficient consideration is given to non-vehicular road users as well as the
convenience and amenity of local people; therefore the DMRB should apply only to
motorways.
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12

What should be done?
12.1

Our conclusions are that as insufficient consideration is given to non-vehicular road
users the DMRB should apply only to motorways.

12.2

This will need to be phased in carefully as many local highway authorities use the
DMRB in the design, adjustment and maintenance of local roads. However it seems
logical that all design matters relating to local roads are brought under the Department
for Transport where they can be kept up to date and be fully integrated with other
road design advice. Any gaps and anomalies can be addressed in the proposed update
of Manual for Streets.

12.3

This study has highlighted a need for greater interdisciplinary coordination and
innovation. As stressed in section 10, above, the most important yet difficult task a
designer faces is to balance competing priorities and to measure outcomes (the degree
of total success of a project) as distinct from mere outputs (the physical completion of
a project).

12.4

At present the only nationwide uniform measurement of outcome success is provided
by the crashmap website. All reported road accidents, dating back some 20 years, can
be examined on a common format and so be compared geographically as well as
historically.

12.5

A wider more holistic method to measure the outcomes of a project is needed that will
consider all aspects of a road design and the balancing of competing priorities to
produce a well-designed place.

12.6

There is a wealth of experience among road design practitioners from the many
disciplines involved that, if recorded in a common holistic form on a shared data base,
will lead to a wider understanding of the complexities of the road design process and
lead to considered innovation.

12.7

The conclusion of this paper is that the use of the DMRB should be restrict to only
motorways. The parts of the DMRB that are useful to the design of non-motorways
should be updated and integrated into Department for Transport advice.
There are opportunities to encourage more interdisciplinary innovation, monitoring
and the exchange of practical experience of holistic measureable outcomes.
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Appendix
Comparatively recent legislation and national policies that appear to impact on road design
include:
Legislation
Public Health - Health and Social Care Act 2012
Each local authority must take such steps as it considers appropriate for improving the
health of the people in its area
Equalities – Equality Act 2010 – Public Sector Equality Duty & The duty to make adjustments
(S20)
Councils, in the exercise of their functions (and private companies providing public
services), must have due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity of
people with protected characteristics under the Equality Act4, including elderly people,
disabled people, and people of different gender. "Due regard” means a vigorous and
open-minded inquiry before settling upon a course of action
Network Management Duty – Traffic Management Act 2010
A duty to secure the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority's road network;
traffic includes pedestrians
Powers to undertake any action which the Authority considers will contribute to
securing—(a) the more efficient use of their road network; or (b) the avoidance,
elimination or reduction of road congestion or other disruption to the movement of
traffic
Road Safety – Road Traffic Act 1988 – S39 – Accident Prevention
Authorities:
(a) must carry out studies into accidents arising out of the use of vehicles
(b) must, in the light of those studies, take such measures as appear to the authority to
be appropriate to prevent such accidents, including the dissemination of information
and advice relating to the use of roads, the giving of practical training to road users or
any class or description of road users, the construction, improvement, maintenance or
repair of roads for the maintenance of which they are responsible and other measures
taken in the exercise of their powers for controlling, protecting or assisting the
movement of traffic on roads
Air quality
Local authorities must undertake reviews of air quality and where air quality standards
and objectives are not being achieved, must designate air quality management are as,
and prepare an action plan which must have regard to the statutory guidance.
Central Government Plans and Policies
National Planning Policy Framework
Planning Policy Guidance
National Model Design Guide
National Plan for Walking and Cycling gives priority to pedestrians and cyclists
National Obesity Strategy
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